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Dutch Book Argumentsand Consistency
ColinHowson
The LondonSchool of EconomicsandPoliticalScience
1. Bayesianconfirmationtheory
ClassicalBayesianmethodologyis basedon the followingthreeprinciples:
(i) individualshave degreesof belief which,measuredin theclosedunitinterval,
andsubjectto a mildconsistencyconstraint,areformallyprobabilities.
(ii) belief functionsareupdatedwiththe acquisitionof new evidenceby Bayesian
conditionalisation.
In otherwords,if B is learnedto be true,thenyournewprobabilityfunctionP' takesthe valueP'(A)= P(AIB)on everyA in domainP', whereP
is yourprobabilityfunctionpriorto learningB.
(iii) whereHi is a statisticalhypothesisandE sampledata,the termsP(EIHi)in
Bayes'Theoremcalculationsareset equalto the probabilityassignedE by Hi.
Morerecentworkhas shownhow somevery strongassumptions
implicitorexplicitin
(i)-(iii)canbe relaxedwhilemaintaining
manyof the distinctiveelementsof the
to thisneoBayesiantheory,
Bayesianapproach(Jeffrey1987 gives a clearintroduction
for muchof whichhe is himselfresponsible).Mostpeopleregard(i)-(iii)as a reasonablygoodworkingtheorynevertheless,andjudgingby theliterature
manystillbelieve
thatat anyrate(i) and(ii) arebackedby a typeof argument
knownas a DutchBookarsound.A DutchBook argument
showsthatif certain
gument,whichis fundamentally
constraints,
e.g., thoseimposedby theprobabilityaxioms,arenotmetby a set of bettingquotientsthenit is possibleto finda bettingstrategywhichwill generatea certain
loss or gain.FollowingChristensen(1991),I shallcomparea popularDutchBookargumentfor (ii) unfavourably
withthatfor (i). I shallconcludeby suggestingone for (iii).
2. PersonalProbabilities
A DutchBook argumentfor (i) typicallycommenceswiththe followingpreamble.
A naturalmeasureof yourdegreeof belief in a propositionA is thequantityR/(R+Q)
whichyou thinkmakesthe oddsR:Qfairin a bet on A. If S is the sumof whatthe
bettor-onwins if A is true(kQfor somek) andloses if A is false (kR),thenthe bet is
in the followingformwhichhas becomestandardin thesediscussions
representable
sinceit was introducedby de Finetti(1937):
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where p = R/(R+Q) is called the betting quotient on A, and S is the stake. Your 'fair'
value of p is takenas the measureof belief ratherthan the odds R/Q because the latteris
a semi-infinitescale not symmetricalabout the point of indifferencebetween A and --A.
To say that a particularvalue P0 is your fair betting quotient on A is usually taken
to mean that you believe that po equalises the advantage in the bet, whatever the
stake, and that any other value of p gives a definite advantage to one or other side.
That for any given A there is a such a value of p is of course a very strong assumption, and almost certainly false outside rather narrow betting situations. A more realistic complication allows you an infimum of values which you think give the advantage
to the bettor against, and a supremumof values which you believe give the advantage
to the bettor on, and these are called your upper and lower probabilities of A: in effect
this makes your probability function interval-valued, where the intermediatevalues
are those about which you are agnostic in the advantage they might give to either side.
I shall not pursue this line furtherhere, because my purpose is to evaluate the arguments which are alleged to justify (i) and (ii) given that your beliefs are point-valued.
Now we move to sets of degrees of belief p, ... ,Pnin propositions A1, ... An, and
considerations of theirjoint consistency. P1 ,... ,n are said to be consistent (or coherent) if there is no betting strategy,represented by a set of signed stakes ?S1, ..., +Sn,
which results in a loss or gain independently of the truth-valuesof A1, ... An. For
given a plausible additivity assumption, a positive gain or loss independently of the
truth-valuesof the Ai contradicts the assumption that all the pi are fair.
Thus we arriveat the fundamentaltheorem:pi, ..., n are consistent if and only if
they are the values of a probabilityfunction. The 'only if' is known as the Dutch Book
theorem;the converse, the 'if', is easily shown by considering expectations. This result
is one of the standardBayesian justifications of (i), and grantedits assumptions,which
if idealisationis regardedas permissible are not outlandish,it is an impressive one.
3. Bayesian conditionalisation
But does thatjustification extend to principle (ii)? At first sight not. As Ian
Hacking was the first to point out (Hacking 1967), even if my updatedbelief function
P' is not obtained by conditionalisation from P when some proposition B is learned, as
long as P' itself is a probability function no betting strategy based on its values is vulnerable to a Dutch Book. However, such was-and is-the popularity of Dutch Book
argumentsthat ways were sought round the apparentimpasse. One which commands
much supportis as follows. True, there is no vulnerability to a Dutch Book in selecting P' as your updated function once you have learned B, however you do it. But suppose you updateaccording to a rule specified in advance: in other words, suppose you
have a rule for updating which dictates how P(. ) will change in the event of any
member of some partition {Bi} of future possibilities turning out true (this is what
Brian Skyrms (1993) refers to as an epistemic strategy).
Given that you update according to a rule, it is straightforwardto show that if the
rule is not that of conditionalisation, there is a betting strategy based on your current
fair betting rates and your updating rule which leads to an inevitable loss. Paul Teller
(1973) gave the first demonstration,attributingit (and the idea of an updatingrule) to
David Lewis. Here is a simplified version of their Dutch strategy.Let B be some
member of the partitionof future possibilities such that P'(A) is the fair betting quotient your updatingrule tells you you will have if B is true, and where P'(A) ? P(AIB);
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suppose in fact that P(AIB) > P'(A). Let p = P(AIB) and q = P(B). Suppose now you
were to (I) buy a conditional bet paying 1 on AIB at your currentfair price p, and (II)
buy a bet on B paying p-P'(A) for your fair price q(p-P'(A)). If B is false you lose q(pP'(A)). Suppose you learn that B is true, and you now (1m)sell a bet paying 1 at your
planned fair price P'(A). Totting up, we see that whatever the truth-values of A and B,
you lose q(p-P'(A)). If p < P'(A) reverse all the bets. Hence there is a betting strategy
based only on your own currentfair betting rates and your updatingrule which guarantees you a certain loss if P'(A)?P(AIB). QED
If that seems to you to clinch conditionalisation as a consistency constraint on a
par with the synchronic probability axioms, consider the following story.
4. Conditionalisation-breaking
You are certain that A is true, but you have groundsfor believing that you are suffering from an incipient brainlesion which will make you doubtwhat you now feel to be
certain (or you're Descartes thinkingthe demon's on the way). Since in practice you
can distinguish your degrees of belief only to within an interval,we can suppose that
there are k numbersrl, ... rk such that the set {Pt(A) = ri: i=l ..., k} representsyour
discriminable degrees of belief in A at some futuretime t-say tomorrow.Let B be the
proposition Pt(A) = r, where r is one of the ri less than 1. So, given the assumptions,
P(B)>0 and P(A) = 1. It follows that if you are consistent P(AIB)= 1. Also if you are
consistent we can find out your updatingrule. For consider what happens if B is true,
i.e., if Pt(A) actually is equal to r. You presumablycan only know this at t. But since B
is true this means that your probabilityfunction Pt at t must set Pt(A) = r. So consistency demands that your updatingrule on learning B sets your updatedprobabilityP'(A) of
A equal to r. But P(AIB) = 1, and so your updating rule infringes conditionalisation.
Now there is nothing at all incoherent about that updatingrule. On the contrary,it is
forced on you by impeccable deductive reasoning. So either there is something wrong
with the conclusion of the Lewis-Teller dynamic Dutch Book argument,that premeditated nonconditionalisation displays inconsistency, or there is indeed an inconsistency
in your beliefs, but one inherited from your initial assignmentP(A) = 1, P(B) > 0.
Despite the fact that that initial assignment appears to represent-and, I claim,
does represent-a perfectly reasonable state of belief, it has been claimed to be inconsistent by van Fraassen, since its consequence P(AIB) = 1 infringes the condition
= r) = r; P0 =P. He shows (1984) that any assignmentinfringing this
Vt>0O[P(AIPt(A)
condition, which he calls the Reflection Principle, is vulnerableto the same Dutch strategy used by Lewis-Teller.For suppose you were to make p = P(AIPt(A)= r) different
from r. Simply replace P'(A) in bet (11)above by r, and note that in bet (111)P'(A) is also
r, since if Pt(A) = r is true then r is your fair betting rate at t on A. So you lose come
what may.
But to conclude that your assignment is inconsistent is to assume what is being
disputed, that any assignment which vulnerable to the Lewis-Teller Dutch strategy is
eo ipso inconsistent. And there is no independent reason to think there is anything
wrong with the Reflection-Infringing assignment; on the contrary.But if the LewisTeller Dutch Book doesn't show the victim to be inconsistent, whereas the Dutch
Books against those who infringe the 'synchronous' probabilityaxioms do, what is
wrong with the Lewis-Teller one?
5. Dynamic Dutch Book argumentsare unsound
David Christensen (1991) seems, remarkably,to have been the first to give the correct answer to the question. I say 'remarkably', since the point is really an elementary
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one. Suppose today you believe that A is true, but tomorrow-,A. Is your set of beliefs
inconsistent? Not if by this you understandthe set of statementsyou believe true at
one and the same time, for both sets {A}, {-1A} of synchronously accepted statements are clearly consistent if A is.
Similar observations apply to degrees of belief cashed out as fair betting rates. If
my currentfair betting quotients are such that combined with a certain betting strategy they would incur loss or gain independently of the truth-valuesof the propositions
bet on, then I have reason to believe that I have erred in supposing them all fair. For
this reason the Dutch Book arguments for the synchronic probabilityaxioms are
sound and do in my opinion establish those principles as genuine consistency constraints.In the Lewis-Teller argument, however, the dynamic Dutch Book shows that
a set of betting rates you now accept as fair plus one which you will accept asfair if
B is true, together generate certain loss. But there is no reason at all to suppose this to
indicate incoherence in your beliefs unless the predicted new probabilityon A in the
event of B's being true is also one which you would currentlyaccept now-and in our
counterexample to conditionalisation you certainly would not accept Pt(A), where that
is less than one, as describing your currentbeliefs about A.
Can we salvage the Lewis-Teller argumentby restrictingit to updatingrules in
which your updated probability of P'(A) of A, should B be true, is equal to your current fair betting rate on A given B? Yes, but at the cost of making it trivial, for your
currentfair betting rate on A given B is by definition equal to your conditional probability P(AIB), and you don't need to prove a definition. It is, of course, not trivial that
coherence requires that P(AIB) should be equal to P(A&B)/P(B), which de Finetti
showed in his famous 1937 paper. Interestingly, the form of the Lewis-Teller argument as presented in Teller 1973 is to show that the quotient P(A&B)/P(B) is equal to
P'(A), which raises the question whether Lewis and Teller really were just independently re-proving de Finetti's result. Be that as it may, the fact remains that either we
trivialise the Lewis-Teller argument, or we concede that it is unsound.Either way, it
does not and cannot show that failure to conditionalise necessarily signifies incoherence in your beliefs.
The same verdict applies, mutatis mutandis, to dynamic Dutch Book arguments for
Jeffrey's rule of conditionalisation. Jeffrey's rule says that if your probabilityP(B) of
B shifts exogenously to any other value P'(B), not just to 1 as in Bayesian conditionalisation, then your updated function P' must be such that
P'(A) = P(AIB)P'(B) + P(AI-B-)P'(-,B)
for all A in the domain of P (this clearly subsumes Bayesian conditionalisationas the
special case correspondingto P'(B) = 1). Here again a Dutch Book strategyis possible
only against a rule specifying in advance how the probabilityfunction will be updated
in the eventuality of an exogenous change from P to P' on some partition{B)}. A necessary and sufficient condition for Jeffrey's rule is that P(AIB) = P'(AIB)and P(AI-,B)
= P'(AI-B) for all A, so the nonconditionaliser's updatingrule will violate one of
those identities. Brad Armendt showed (1980) that a straightforwardmodification of
the Lewis-Teller betting strategy would also penalise a Jeffrey nonconditionaliser
short-sightedenough to accept the relevant bets.
And of course, you would be short-sighted, or merely foolish, to engage in the
Lewis-Teller betting strategy if you were not a conditionaliser.But that is only the
same sort of folly as advertising a willingness to bet as directed on a proposition at
two different betting rates, one you hold fair now and anotheryou will, for whatever
reason, hold fair tomorrow. And while that would indeed lose you money, it is no reflection on the consistency of your beliefs: you are certainly not inconsistent in hold-
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ing one betting rate fair today and another fair tomorrow: you will have just changed
your set of accepted fair betting rates, not incorporatedtwo different ones into the set
which you at any one time believe fair.
6. Is conditionalisation valid in typical Bayesian applications?
Having an updating rule which conflicts with conditionalisation, either of the
Bayesian or the Jeffrey kind, is not, therefore, to be necessarily inconsistent. We have
seen that there are sensible probability assignments where conditionalising would itself create incoherence. On the other hand, these are assignments to propositions
which describe your future states of belief. This suggests that conditionalisation might
have some validity where such propositions are not involved-in standardscientific
contexts, for example. I think this is true. We understandby your unconditional personal probability of A your idea of the fair betting quotient on A relative to the stock
of informationK you possess at the time. Your conditional probability P(AIB) on A
relative to B is your idea of the fair betting quotient on A relative to Ku{B . It
sounds very sensible to say that when you come to know B and no more then you
should adopt P(AIB) as your new betting quotient. In the examples we have looked at
you are prohibited from doing this because B deductively entailed that your new degree of belief in A differs from P(AIB).
Suppose however that neither B nor the statement 'I know B' has deductive consequences about your own states of belief. Now the only reason why you should fail to
conditionalise is that on learning B you change your mind about the fair betting rate
on A relative to Ku{B}. You may well do so: nobody can always foresee exactly how
they will or should react to new information. We are not perfect reasoners, and cannot
see all the consequences of adopting an intellectual position: we discover new ones as
we go on, particularlyunder the stimulus of fresh information. But if you were an
ideal reasoner then conditionalisation becomes a trivial consequence of your status,
given the proviso that the prospective information is not about your own states of belief.
As Jeffrey has pointed out, the conditions in which Bayesian conditionalisation is
valid can be formulatedpurely probabilistic terms (1987, p.80). It is a simple consequence of the probability axioms that if P'(B) = 1 (you lear that B is true), and
P'(AIB)= P(AIB) (learning that B is true doesn't change your assessment of how
probable A is given B), then P'(A) = P(AIB). Now when P(AIB) = 1, and B is the
proposition Pt(A) = r, r<l, and P(B)>0, as in our example earlier, we can actually
demonstratethat the equality P(AIB) = P'(AIB) fails. For we know that P(AIPt(A)= r)
= 1, while the synchronic Reflection principle Pt(AIPt(A)= r) = r will also hold if the
agent is consistent (the synchronic Reflection principle, unlike the diachronic one earlier, is established by the existence of a Lewis-Teller Dutch strategy against any infringement, since all the betting rates on which that strategy is based are all accepted
as fair at one and the same time (t)).
To sum up: I believe we should view the rule of Bayesian conditionalisation as describing how an ideal reasoner responds to new information, once it has formulatedits
conditional probabilities. The synchronic rules of the probability calculus and the diachronic rule of conditionalisation, properly restricted, should in other words be
viewed as no less than a programme for an idealised inference machine. This seems to
be how the pioneers of the Bayesian theory viewed it. How else are we to account for
the fact that no adverse comment was ever made, until recently, on the apparentlysuperhumandemands made by the theory for its correct application, and that conditionalisation had apparentlynever been regarded as some sort of independent postulate requiring separatejustification?
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7. Jeffrey's rule.
Jeffrey conditionalisation is not so easy to argue for as Bayesian conditionalisation, even in the restrictedconditions set out. Where the change from P to P' originates in B, we know that a necessary and sufficient condition for the Jeffrey rule is
that for all A in the domain of P, P(AIB) = P'(AIB) and P(AI-,B) = P'(AI-,B). While it
seems plausible that if you've done your homework properly the mere change in B's
probability shouldn't cause the conditional probabilities to change, by analogy with
what we know about conditional propositions, that is hardly a knock-down drag-out
argument-especially as we know from David Lewis's justly celebrated result (1976)
that probabilities of conditionals are conditional probabilities only in the most exceptional circumstances.
8. The Principal Principle
What about (iii)? Following David Lewis I shall call it the Principal Principle. It
can be expressed in the equation'
P(Alp(A) = r) = r,
where P is your subjective probability function and p(A) is the objective probability
of an event of type A. It is stipulatedthat were you to learn that p(A) = r then that is
the most information you would have relevant to the truthof A.
Clearly, before you can even startasking about the justification of the principle,
you have to have some notion of what an objective probabilityis. I know of only one
theory of objective probabilities which yields an acceptablejustification for the principle. The theory is von Mises's, and the justification is a type of Dutch Book argument.
The virtues of von Mises's theory are in general too little appreciated,especially
inside the circle of the Bayesian elect. That theory supplies, in its central notion of a
collective, an elegant purely set-theoretical model of random sampling: that is to say,
of families of independent, identically distributedrandom variables. Suppose, for example, that an experiment E generates collectives with common attributespace {0,1}
and limiting relative frequency p. Then any sequence of outcomes of the experiment
En, consisting of repeating E n times, is representableby partitioningsome sequence
generated by E into successive segments of length n. It is a straightforwardconsequence of the Randomness and Convergence axioms defining a collective that if C is
a collective generated by E, then the n-fold partitioning Cnof C is also a collective
with attributespace {0,1 }n, in which the random variables Xnl ....Xnn are independent with constant probabilityp of taking the value 1, where Xni(sn),i=l,...,n,
s?{0,1 }n, is equal tol if the ith coordinate of sn is 1, and 0 if not.
The explicit definition of probabilities as limits in collectives is usually held up as
an objectionable feature of von Mises's theory, but in fact it is precisely that feature
which distinguishes his theory as one in which inductive inferences about probabilities can be demonstratedto converge on the truth. Let Q2be the set 2N of all denumerably infinite sequences of Osand ls, and F the Borel field of subsets of ?Qgenerated
by unions of cylinders. Let P be a countably additive subjective probability function
on F. Finally, let H(o) state that oeQ is a collective with a specified limiting relative
frequency of the attribute1. It follows from a well-known theorem (Halmos 1950
Theorem B p. 213) that the probability that H is true, conditional on an initial segment
en(co)of o, tends to 1 if H(co) is true, and 0 if not, except on a subset of Q2of probability 0. In other words, there is a non-empty subset of Q-indeed, a subset of P-measure 1-on which you wil in the limit correctly identify whether or not you are being
presented with an initial segment from a specified collective.
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This result does not of course tell you what your posterior probability distribution
will look like at any finite stage in the gathering of evidence. In orderto perform a
Bayes's Theorem calculation of such a posterior distribution,the likelihood
P(en(co)lH)must be evaluated. This is, of course, the role of the PrincipalPrinciple. If
en(o) is a particularsequence sn of Os and Is, with r Is, the PrincipalPrinciple
equates P(en(o)lH) to pr(l-p)n-r,i.e., to the probability of the attributesn in a collective Cn derived by partitioning from one with probabilityp of 1. The Principal
Principle therefore does indeed generate the sorts of posterior distributionover a binomial parameterwhich Bayes himself discovered.
The principle is justified in the context of von Mises collectives by a type of Dutch
Book argument (Mellor 1971 employs a very similar argument,though not for von
Mises probabilities). Suppose all you know about E is that it is generatedby a collective-generating experiment, and that within such a collective the limiting relative frequency of E is q. If you were to claim that in such conditions a betting rate smaller
than q on E were not favourable then this should be true at any and therefore each
repetition of those same conditions. So your claim will entail that after a finite number of identical bets, none of which is favourable by assumption, there will necessarily be a positive gain which will persist thereafter. There is thereforeonly one betting
rate on E which can in the conditions specified be consistently claimed to confer no
advantage to either party, and that is p.
It is at first sight surprising that this argumentmakes no use of the randomness
propertyof collectives, only their convergence. But the randomnesspropertyis used,
to compute the physical probabilities of events of the form 'a one appearsr times out
of n', which are then identified by the Principal Principle with the appropriatesubjective probabilities.
9. Conclusion
Dutch Book arguments have proved their worth in establishing core principles of
the Bayesian theory. Even when the assumption of point-valued beliefs is relaxed,
Dutch Book arguments are still used to establish the characteristicproperties of the
probabilistic machinery which takes their place.
But there are Dutch Book arguments and Dutch Book arguments.Not all reveal inconsistency, and as we have seen the Lewis-Teller one does not. Discarding it, we can
(thankfully) discard the Reflection principle, but (equally thankfully) we need not discard conditionalisation. I have no space to discuss any of the other attemptsto ground
conditionalisation, like van Fraassen's symmetry argument(1989, pp. 322-324), or
that based on the principle of minimum cross-entropy, though some reasons for
doubting their efficacy appear in Howson and Urbach (1993). But perhaps the sort of
limited justification I have offered here, which seems to me be substantiallythat offered by Jeffrey himself, will do.
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